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Project description:  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) stands as a formidable driving force in the expansive domain of 

science and technology. Its transformative impact transcends conventional boundaries, 

ushering in ground-breaking innovations across a multitude of disciplines and sectors. AI 

already now has altered the process and productivity of scientific discovery in many fields, and 

its impact is projected to increase further in. the future. This project aims to shed light on the 

adoption and utilization of cutting-edge AI and digitalization technologies in scientific research 

while elucidating their profound influence on scientific advancements. These advancements 

span diverse scientific domains (e.g. health and social sciences). 

To dissect the contributions of AI to scientific research comprehensively, this project employs 

a mixed approach, including scientometric and econometric analysis as well as the application 

of data science techniques and natural language processing, offering a nuanced analysis of AI's 

role in shaping the landscape of scientific research. 

 

This project relates to the following priority majors recommended by the Chinese government:  

 前沿技术 / Frontier Technologies 

 信息技术 / Information Technology 

 基础研究 / Basic Research  

 支撑信息技术发展的科学基础 / Scientific Basis for Development of Information 

Technology 

Keywords:  

 Artificial intellegence (AI); Emerging technologies; Data mining; Scientific research  

Requirement: 

 Highly motivated student with good English communication skills. 

 Background (at the level of M.SC) in Information Management, Economics, or a 

relevant field.  



 Excellent quantitative research skills.  

 Good knowledge of using big data. 

 Skills in advanced analytical approaches. 

 Experience with Natural Language Processing techniques. 
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